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Quark model with potentials derived from QCD, including the quark-diquark model for excited hadrons gives
mass formulae in very good agreement with experiment and goes a long way in explaining the approximate
symmetries and supersymmetries of the hadronic spectrum, including the symmetry breaking mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a good phenomenological evidence that in a rota-
tionally excited baryon a quark-diquark (q − D) structure is
favored over a three quark (qqq) structure. Regge trajectories
for mesons and baryons are closely parallel; both have a slope
of about 0.9GeV −2. At large spin two of the quarks form a
diquark (D = qq), a bilocal object at one end of a bag, the
remaining quark being at the other. For the light quarks it
was shown ([1]-[3]) that the underlying quark-diquark sym-
metry leads to supersymmetric SU(6/21) symmetry between
mesons and baryons. This new scheme uses split octonion al-
gebra that renders the algebraic description of color degrees
of freedom, supresses color-symmetric and space-symmetric
quark configurations, and leads to existence of exotic meson
(diquark-antidiquark) states for which there is now a good
deal of experimental evidence. In this note we show derivation
of hadronic mass formulae and show they are in remarkable
agreement with experiments. A new and extended semirel-
ativistic and relativistic mass formulae for hadrons, based on
supersymmetry schemes that make use of algebra of octonions
(largest of Hurwitz’ division algebras) are considered in detail
in other publications([4]-[7]).
II. MASS FORMULAE
The ground state energy eigenvalue E of the Hamiltonian
can be estimated by using the Heisenberg uncertainty princi-
ple. This leads to the replacement of r by ∆r and pr by
∆pr =
1
2
(∆r)−1, (h = 1). (1)
Then E as a function of ∆r is minimized for the value of
r0 of ∆r. The r0 corresponds to the Bohr radius for the bound
state. The confining energy associated with this Bohr radius
is obtained from the linear confining potential S(r) = br, so
that the effective masses of the constituents become
M1 = m1 +
1
2
S0, M2 = m2 +
1
2
S0, (S0 = br0) (2)
For a meson m1 and m2 are the current quark masses while
M1 and M2 can be interpreted as the constituent quark
masses. Note that even in the case of vanishing quark masses
associated with perfect chiral symmetry, confinement results
in non zero constituent masses that spontaneously break the
SU(2)× SU(2) symmetry of the u, d quarks.
Let us illustrate this method on the simplified spin free
Hamiltonian involving only the scalar potential. In the cen-
ter of mass system, p(1) + p(2) = 0, or p(1) = −p(2) = p.
The semi-relativistic hamiltonian of the system is then given
by
E12 Φ =
2∑
i=1
√
(mi +
1
2
br)2 + p2 Φ . (3)
Taking m1 = m2 = m for the quark-antiquark system, we
have
E12 Φ = 2
√
(m+
1
2
br)2 + p2r +
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
r2
Φ (4)
where we have written the momentum part in spherical coor-
dinates.
Putting
b = µ2, ρ = µ r, (5)
for the q − q¯ system we find E12 by minimizing the function
Eqq¯ = 2
√
(m+
1
2
µρ)2 +
µ2
ρ2
(ℓ+
1
2
)2 . (6)
For u and d quarks, m is small and can be neglected so that
E2 = µ2[ρ2 + ρ−2(2ℓ+ 1)2] (7)
which has a minimum for
ρ2 = ρ20 = 2ℓ+ 1 (8)
giving
E2min = E
2(ρ0) = 4µ
2(ℓ +
1
2
) (9)
Thus, we obtain a linear Regge trajectory with
α
′
=
1
4
µ−2 =
b
4
. (10)
2Also J = ℓ+S, where S arises from the quark spins. Exper-
imentally
α
′
= 0.88(GeV )−2 (11)
for mesons giving the value 0.54 GeV for µ. A more accurate
calculation (see [8]) gives
α
′
= (2πµ2)−1, µ ∼ 0.43GeV . (12)
The constituent quark mass can be defined in two ways
Mc(ℓ) =
1
2
Emin = µ
√
ℓ+
1
2
(13)
or
m
′
c(ℓ) = S0 =
1
2
µρ0 =
µ√
2
√
ℓ+
1
2
. (14)
The first definition gives for ℓ = 0,
Mc = 0.31GeV for µ = 0.43 (15)
in the case of u and d quarks.
When the Coulomb like terms are introduced in the simpli-
fied Hamiltonian (4) with negligible quark masses one obtains
E =
µ
ρ
[−α¯+
√
ρ4 + (2ℓ+ 1)2] (16)
with
α¯ =
4
3
αs for(qq¯), α¯ =
2
3
αs for(qq) . (17)
In the energy range around 1 GeV, αs is of order of unity.
Estimates range from 0.3 to 3. Minimization of E gives
E0 = µu
−1
4
0 (−α¯+
√
u0 + (2ℓ+ 1)2) (18)
where
u0(ǫ) = ρ
4
0 = (2ℓ+1)
2(1+
1
2
β2+ ǫ
√
2β
√
ℓ+
1
8
β2), (19)
ǫ = ±1, β = α¯
(2ℓ+ 1)
. (20)
The minimum E0 is obtained for ǫ = −1, giving to second
order in β:
E0 = µ
√
2(2ℓ+ 1)(1− β√
2
− 3β
2
8
) . (21)
Linear Regge trajectories are obtained if β2 is negligible.
Then for mesons
E20 = 4µ
2ℓ+ 2µ2(1−
√
2α¯) . (22)
β2 is negligible for small ℓ only if we take the lowest estimate
for αs, giving 0.4 for α¯ in the qq¯ case. For mesons with u, d
constituents, incorporating their spins through the Breit term
we obtain approximately
mρ ≃ mω = E0 +
c
4
, mpi = E0 −
3c
4
, c = K
∆V
M2q
(23)
where Mq is the constituent quark mass. This gives
E0 =
(3mρ +mpi)
4
= 0.61GeV . (24)
The Regge slope being of the order of 1GeV an average
meson mass of the same order is obtained from Eq.(21) in
the linear trajectory approximation. To this approximation α¯
should be treated like a parameter rather than be placed by its
value derived from QCD under varying assumptions. Using
Eq.(12) for µ one gets a better fit to the meson masses by
taking αs ∼ 0.2.
Turning now to baryon masses, we must first estimate the
diquark mass. We have for the qq system
MD = µ(
√
2− 2
3
αs) , (25)
that is slightly higher than the average meson mass
m˜ = µ(
√
2− 4
3
αs) . (26)
Here we note thatE is not very sensitive to the precise value
of the QCD running coupling constant in theGeV range. Tak-
ing αs ∼ 0.3 changes Eqq from 0.55 to 0.56GeV .
Note that Eq.(25) gives mD = 0.55GeV . For excited q− q¯
and q −D systems if the rotational excitation energy is large
compared with µ, then both the mD and the Coulomb term
− 43 αsr (same for q −D and q − q¯ systems) can be neglected.
Thus, for both (q − D) [excited baryon] and q − q¯ [excited
meson] systems we have Eq.(9), namely
(Eq−D)2 ∼ (Eq−q¯)2 ∼ 4µ2ℓ+ 2µ2 (27)
giving again Eq.(10), i.e.
(α
′
)q−D = (α
′
)q−q¯ ∼=
1
4µ2
or (
1
2πµ2
) (28)
as an explanation of hadronic supersymmetry in the nucleon
and meson Regge spectra. We also have, extrapolating to
small ℓ:
∆(M2)q−D = ∆(m2)q−q¯ = 4µ2∆ℓ =
1
α′
∆ℓ . (29)
3For ∆ℓ = 1 we find
m2∆ −m2N = m2ρ −m2pi . (30)
This relationship is same as the one proved in our earlier
paper ([1]) through the assumption that U(6/21) symmetry is
broken by an operator that behaves like s = 0, I = 0 member
of 35 × 35 representations of SU(6), which is true to 5%. It
corresponds to a confined quark approximation with αs = 0.
The potential model gives a more accurate symmetry break-
ing (αs ∼ 0.2):
9
8
(m2ρ −m2pi) = m2∆ −m2N (31)
with an accuracy of 1%.
This mass squared formula arises from the second order it-
eration of the q−D, q− q¯ Dirac equation. The factor 98 comes
from
1
2
(
4
3
αs)
2 =
8
9
α2s . (32)
At this point it is more instructive to derive a first order
mass formula. Since the constituent quark mass Mq is given
by Eq.(13) (ℓ = 0), we have
Mq =
µ√
2
, (33)
so that
m¯ = 2Mq(1 −
√
2
3
αs) ≃ 1.9Mq. (34)
When the baryon is regarded as a q − D system, each
constituent gains an effective mass 12µρ0 which was approx-
imately the effective mass of the quark in the meson. Hence,
the effective masses of q and D in the baryon are
m
′
q ≃Mq, m
′
D =MD +Mq ≃ 3Mq. (35)
The spin splittings for the nucleon N and the ∆ are given
by the Breit term
∆M = K∆V
Sq·SD
m′qm
′
D
. (36)
For the nucleon with spin 12 the term Sq ·SD gives−1 while
it has the value 12 for ∆ with spin
3
2 . Using the same K for
mesons and baryons which are both considered to be a bound
state of a color triplet with a color antitriplet we can relate the
baryon splitting ∆M to the meson splitting ∆m for which
Sq · Sq¯ takes the values 14 and −34 . Hence we find
∆M = M∆ −MN =
3
2
· K∆V
m′qm
′
D
=
1
2
· K∆V
M2q
, (37)
and
∆m =
K∆V
M2q
(38)
which leads to a linear mass formula
∆M =
1
2
∆m (39)
which is well satisfied, and has been verified before using the
three quark constituents for the baryon([3]).
The formation of diquarks which behave like antiquarks as
far as QCD is concerned is crucial to hadronic supersymme-
try and to quark dynamics for excited hadrons. The split-
tings in the mass spectrum are well understood on the basis
of spin-dependent terms derived from QCD. This approach to
hadronic physics has led to many in depth investigations re-
cently. For extensive references we refer to recent papers by
Lichtenberg and collaborators ([9]) and by Klempt ([10]).
To see the symmetry breaking effect, note that the mass of
a hadron will take the approximate form
m12 = m1 +m2 +K
S1 · S2
m1m2
(40)
where mi and Si (i = 1, 2) are respectively the constituent
mass and the spin of a quark or a diquark. The spin-dependent
Breit term will split the masses of hadrons of different spin
values. If we assume mq = mq¯ = m, where m is the con-
stituent mass of u or d quarks, and denote the mass of a di-
quark as mD , then this approximation gives
mpi = (mqq¯)s=0 = 2m−K
3
4m2
, (41)
mρ = (mqq¯)s=1 = 2m+K
1
4m2
′ (42)
m∆ = (mqD)s=3/2 = m+mD +K
1
2mmD
, (43)
and
mN = (mqD)s=1/2 = m+mD −K
1
mmD
. (44)
Eliminating m, mD and K , we obtain a mass relation
8
3
· 2m∆ +mN
3mρ +mpi
= 1 +
3
2
· mρ −mpi
m∆ −mN
(45)
which agrees with experiment to 13%.
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